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The 7 PhD’s presenting 

1) Sebastian Sigloch – first year PhD  

Research title: (The importance of Technology for) Intra-Network Collaboration in a pre-competitive 
R&D Consortia at the Fuzzy Front End of Innovation. 
 
Presenting 7 minutes on… providing an outline of varying collaborative actor relationships in 
multidimensional Innovation Networks. The focus will be on coexisting ties amongst human actors 
and between human and artificial / technological actors in a Network. Considering technology as 
primary mediator in collaboration relationships will summarise Sebastian's outline. 
 
Objective for joining the X-change:  hoping to get ideas from people working on other project, 

following an open innovation principle. We as PhD Researchers have more or less a tunnel view on our topics; 
therefore idea exchange and general feedback are my main expectations. 
 

 
2) Magdalena Partac – first year PhD  

Research title:  Performance Measurement Systems in SMEs. 
 
Presenting 7 minutes on… I will present the evolution of my research. I will start with how I 

identified the topic: my background, existing perspectives on performance, evolution of 

performance measurement with focus on the development of performance measurement systems 

in SMEs. I will continue with presenting the identified gaps in knowledge, the RQs my research tries 

to address and how I am going to tackle the questions. 

Objective for joining the X-change:  general feedback (constructive criticism) on research questions, objectives and 

research design; possible existing data-sets. 

Our first launch Expert Panel… 



 

 
 
3) Saeed Sadighi – final year PhD 

Research title: Sustained Market Presence of SMEs in Assistive Technology (AT): Cross-Cultural 

factors and Obstacles to Innovation. 

 

Presenting 7 minutes on… my present research which aims to fill this gap in the related literature, 

focuses on the SMEs involved in AT in four European countries in the North-West Europe, seeking 

the main factors hampering SMEs innovation on the first stage of the project. After finding the 

main obstacles to innovation, the second phase of research seeks to find out how cross cultural 

factors influence SMEs’ innovation process. 

Objective for joining the X-change:  some general feedback about my research from peers and senior colleagues, 
particularly with regards to the research approaches, and looking forward to see how the research culture goes; this 
event is important from this angle, it highlights the research culture (or at least part of the culture) within the faculty. 
 

 

4) John Mabhegede – first year PhD  

Research title: Systemic barriers to entrepreneurship in South Africa. 
 
Presenting 7 minutes on… an overview of my research context, aim, methodology and current 

literature findings. 

Objective for joining the X-change:  input from the floor regarding having a focused set of 

objectives and refining my research question to ensure its congruence with the objectives and 

topic (to hope I make sense). 

 

 

5) Imko Meyenburg – first year PhD  

Research title:  Eclecticism and methodological pluralism in economics, a critical review. 
 
Presenting 7 minutes on… an overview on eclecticism, its philosophical origin and I will outline my 
first thoughts on the relationship of eclecticism and pluralism in economics. 
 
Objective for joining the X-change: My main objective is to see whether the topic can trigger 
interest and self-perception of the audience. I would also appreciate any help in terms of 
suggestions for further research, sources etc. since I am right at the beginning of my research. I 
guess that’s all at the moment. 
 

 

 
6) Ricardo Carolas – first year PhD 

Research title: Healthcare users or healthcare providers? User innovation in the healthcare industry. 

Presenting 7 minutes on… an overview of my PhD project. I am looking at the role that users play within the innovation 

process in the healthcare sector - Medical Device Development - and how collaboration between different 

stakeholders contributes to the development of healthcare as something available, accessible, affordable and 

appropriate (cf. WHO, 2010). The aim is to provide a framework that organisations within this sector could adopt in 

order to explore new and effective ways to implement user-innovation strategies. 



 

Objective for joining the X-change: Although I am still at the beginning of the PhD journey, my aim is to start talking 

about my research, making my work known within ARU's research community. Also, the opportunity to get some 

advice on finding resources or even potential contacts with elements from other research groups within the 

university, working in similar areas. 

 

7) Dr Linda Piusa – second year PhD 

Research title:  Creating Social Entrepreneurial Opportunity:  A Process Perspective. 

Presenting 7 minutes on… my dissertation which is looking at the process of social entrepreneurial opportunity 

creation. The purpose of my study is to explore to what extent process of social entrepreneurial opportunity creation 

is similar or dissimilar to the opportunity creation process in traditional entrepreneurship. 

Objective for joining the X-change:  Just general feedback. 

 

 

 


